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Contacting pehamed
If you should have a problem with InfoSens, please refer first to the handbook. If you
still have questions, you are welcome to contact us as follows:
pehamed
PEHA Med.-Geräte GmbH
Mühlstraße 38
D-65843 Sulzbach/Taunus
Germany
Telephone
Fax
Internet:
Email:

+49 6196 500 40 30
+49 6196 500 40 50
http://www.pehamed.com
pehamed@t-online.de

Your comments and suggestions for improvement would be most appreciated.

Copyright © 1993-2001 by pehamed.
Every unauthorized reproduction of the InfoSens 3.0 Handbook or software program will be
prosecuted by law. The copyrights for both the handbook documentation and the InfoSens 3.0
software program are the property of the Pehamed Geräte GmbH.
The legal purchase of the program diskettes and the handbook entitles the buyer to use the
program like one would use a book. Just as a book cannot be read by several users at different
locations at the same time, it is not permitted for several persons to use the same InfoSens
program at different locations on different computers at the same time. Diskette copies may only
be made for the purpose of data storage.
Limited warranty:
No warranty is given as to the accuracy of the contents of this handbook. As mistakes can be
made in spite of the best possible efforts, we would be very thankful for any corrections which you
might find necessary.
InfoSens is a trademark of the pehamed Company. References to product names made in the
handbook are made only for purposes of identification. Such names may be trademarks or
registered trademarks of the respective companies.
Windows®, MS® and MS-DOS® are trademarks of the Microsoft Corporation.
IBM®is a registered trademark of the International Business Machines Corporation.
December 2001 jw
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Preface
The film processing module of the InfoSens program is designed in general
to facilitate quality assurance in film processing, and in particular to meet the
constancy test requirements for film processing of DIN 6868/2. This includes
the efficient capture, archiving and evaluation of all measurement values.
The density value measurements are made easily using the pehamed
Densonorm 21 i and i-cal, the Normscan and Densoquick 2i.
InfoSens enable the user to monitor a large number of film processors,
mammography exposure units, and measurement value series, to carry out
graphical and numerical comparisons, and to determine the cause of
problems.
InfoSens was designed to be user-friendly and intuitive and very easy to
follow.
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Installation
Minimum system requirements
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

PC w/ the operating system:
- MS-Windows 95 / 98 / ME or more current
- MS-Windows NT 4 / Windows 2000 or more current
Pentium 100 MHz
CD-ROM-Player
32 MB RAM
12 MB of free hard disk space (excluding user data)
a graphic-capable printer
an available serial (COM) interface

Installation procedure
1.

Insert the CD-ROM into the CD player.

2.

After a few seconds, the Installation program will start automatically. If
not please click on „Setup.exe“on the CD-ROM.

3.

Follow the instructions of the installation program. ( Note: In case you
have been working already with the InfoSens 2.0 program, you
should install the new program in a different directory. You can import
the existing data at a later time.)

4.

Connect the hard lock to the parallel interface of your computer. Then
connect your printer to the other side of the hard lock.

Network installation
In order to work with InfoSens within a network of multiple PC’s and to
access the same data, you have to make a network installation. Install the
program as described above, and then perform the following steps:
¾

¾

Select a directory for which all network users have read and write
permissions to a specific network share.
Note: These so-called shares are typically allocated to a specific drive
letter. Please choose this drive letter with an appropriate directory
during the installation process on each workstation. Please note, a
share can have different drive letters assigned on several PC’s. Make
sure you are installing the software to the same physical drive
and directory.
Once the installation has been completed, repeat the installation on
all workstations on which you plan to run InfoSens 3.0 .
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¾

The question if existing data should be overwritten, should always be
answered with NO!

¾

Now the so-called „NET DIR“ of the Borland™ Database Engine
must be set correctly on each PC. To do so, start the BDE
Administration Program under System Settings, select the
Configurations tab, and then Configuration/Driver/Native/PARADOX.
Enter the path used during the installation in the list appearing on the
right under „NET DIR“.

Please remember that the drive letters may differ from PC to PC!
Now exit the program and confirm that the changes should be stored. This
work step must be repeated for each of the InfoSens workstations in the
network.
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The InfoSens Data Structure
In InfoSens, all data are administered in a hierarchical structure. That
means, in order to create a target value, a group and a
configuration/mammography exposure unit must have been previously
established. The hierarchical structure is shown in the Explorer section on
the left side of the program display. There are four hierarchy:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Groups
Configurations
Target values
Measurement values

Groups
The groups are only intended to organize your data in an efficient way. They
have no further functions within the program itself. With help of the groups,
you can combine your configurations by e.g. institutes, departments, floors,
or other criteria.

Configurations
A configuration represents a film processor and the film type it processes.
A configuration combines the general operating parameters such as film
type, manufacturer, film processor type, and location, as well as a reference
measurement for this configuration under optimum conditions.
You must create a configuration for each combination of film processor and
film type for which you want to record data. To handle quality assurance of
two film types processed in the same processor, you must create two
configurations. A configuration is clearly identified by its name (which you
can freely choose) and its assigned group. That means that you may not
create two configurations with the same name within a single group.
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Target Values
The Target Value level represents a combination of different parameters
within the Film Processing Module for which the target values and their
tolerances are determined for a specific film type and emulsion number.
Typically a target value is selected from a measurement series of different
film strips from the same film box..
A target value is identified by the date on which it was created as well as
by the configuration to which it was assigned.

Measurement Values
A measurement value is the value of the daily measurement. A
measurement value is identified by its date, a running number (in case
several measurements are made on the same day), as well as the target
value to which it belongs.
In the Film Processing Module, it is possible on a given day to have multiple
measurement values within a configuration, which are assigned to
different target values. This is important for the overlapping measurements.
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Quick Start
Overview
The following steps must be performed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Connect the densitometer
Create group
Create configuration
Create target values
Daily work

You cannot perform the daily quality control without performing the above
steps.

Connecting the densitometer
The following pehamed densitometers can be used with InfoSens:
•
•
•

Densonorm 21 i or i-cal
Densoquick 2 i
Normscan

Connect the densitometer to the computer’s serial interface using the zero
modem cable (which was included with the densitometer).Then set your
densitometer to Printing Mode 4 or 5 (if available.).(Please refer to the
instruction manual of your densitometer).
Printing Mode 4
First set your densitometer to the “Ready for computer mode”.(See
densitometer instruction manual). To start the measurement data transfer,
you must select in the program either the Menu item Film processing/Read
step wedge values, or click on the Read densitometer step wedge values
button in the button bar.
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Printing Mode 5
In this mode the measurement value(s) is (are) immediately automatically
transferred to the program following the measurement.
If you are using the Densoquick 2i , you do not have to select a print mode
as the unit is pre-set to work in Printing Mode 5.
Finally, you must select in the program the serial (COM) interface used to
connect the densitometer by clicking on File/Program settings on the
Densitometer page.

Note:

You can test whether the data transfer between the densitometer
and computer is functional, even with the InfoSens turned-off, by
using the Help program, HyperTerminal, contained in Windows. To
do so, Printing Mode 5 must be activated. When starting
HyperTerminal, you must first select the correct serial (COM)
interface and set the connection parameters as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
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Bits per second:
Data bits:
Parity:
Stop bits:
Protocol:

9600
8
none
1
Hardware

Creating a group
To create a group, you click with the mouse on the Group Menu. Then the
following menu will appear:

Group menu

Then select Create new group. Once the dialog box appears, please enter
the name of the group.

The newly created group will be automatically selected as the active group,
and then you can create your configurations. If you would like to attach a
note to the newly created group, then return to the Group Menu and select
Edit note.

Creating a configuration
A configuration is created in the same way as a group. Click on the
Configuration Menu and select the Create new configuration point. A dialog
box will appear, and you will be asked to enter the configuration name. Once
you have done so, InfoSens will create the configuration. If you would like to
attach a note to the newly created configuration, then return to the
configuration Menu and select Edit note.
Once you have created a configuration, select the Configuration tab from the
tab sheets and click on Film data.
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At this point you enter the key data for the configuration.
IMPORTANT: You must select the correct film type, as it is the basis for
the correct calculation of your key parameters.
Please proceed as above with all other configurations.
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Creating target values
To create a new target value, select the Menu item Target Value
Menu/Create new target value. A dialog box will again appear, and you will
be asked to enter the date for the new target value. The target value will be
assigned to the active configuration.

You enter here the emulsion number of the film pack and the reference
temperature (if appropriate).
The (target) values for the key parameters will be temporarily entered with
*.** and determined at a later time.
Note:

a difference must be made between the hierarchy level Target
Values, under which the data obtained from sensitometer strips, the
tolerances of the target values and the emulsion number are stored,
and the Target Values for the individual parameters (also stored
under the hierarchy level Target Values), which are still to be
determined based on the measurement of sensitometer strips to be
stored under the hierarchy level Target Values.

Daily Tasks
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In order to proceed with your quality control work, you must have completed
all of the steps outlined under Quick Start.
Your work will be easier if you, before going further, select from the Explorer
section on the left, the group, the configuration and the target value under
which you want to store the measurement value. Use the Group Navigator
on the upper left in the main window to select the correct group.
Current
group

group list

group
menu
first
previous next
last
group group
group group

You can select in the same way the Configuration exposure unit and the
target value using the corresponding Navigator.
The densitometer must be connected and, when using Print Mode 4, be set
to the “Ready for computer” mode.
Note:

If you have a problem with the data transfer between the
densitometer-computer, please check if all plugs are seated
properly, whether in the program under File/Program settings, on
the Densitometer page the correct serial interface has been
selected, and reread the paragraph “Quick Start-Connecting the
Densitometer.”

The next steps are slightly different for the Film Processing and
Mammography Modules.
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The daily routine encompasses the following steps:
1. Conduct measurement
2. Determine target values (as appropriate)
3. Conduct overlapping measurement (as appropriate)
If you have not yet determined any target values, then you should now store
a few measurement values under this target value, and then use these
values to determine the target values for the next constancy test.

Conducting measurement
The measurement procedure varies somewhat depending upon the printing
mode of the densitometer used.
Printing Mode 5
When using Printing Mode 5, you only have to insert the film strip into the
scanner. Once the scan has been completed, the result will automatically be
transferred from the scanner to the computer.
Printing Mode 4
When using Printing Mode 4, you must first set your scanner into the “Ready
for computer” mode. Once that is done, just insert the film strip into the
scanner and wait until the film strip has been completely scanned and the
message “Ready for computer” is shown on the scanner display.
Now select either the Menu item Edit/Read step-wedge values or click on
Read step-wedge values from the Densitometer in the button bar.
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Once the data have been transferred from the scanner to the computer, the
following dialog box will appear:

In this dialog box you enter the configuration and the target value to which
this measurement value should be assigned. Both of these fields are by
default set to the active configuration and target value.
At this point you must decide whether a new measurement value should be
entered or whether an existing measurement value should be overwritten. If
you enter a new measurement value, the current date will automatically be
entered.
When you select the Measurement Value page, the current measurement
values and the resulting parameters are displayed. Any parameters which
are outside of specified tolerances will be displayed in red.
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Calculating Target Values
A target value has already been created, one or more film strips have been
scanned-in under this target value, and now the target values must be
determined using the scanned data.
To do this, you must select the Target Values tab and click on the Calculate
target values button.
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The following dialog box will appear:

In the box to the right you select the measurement values to be used for the
target value calculation and then click on the Calculate button.
Overlapping Measurement
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Let’s assume that you entered data quite a while ago under a certain target
value and configuration, and the film pack used for quality control is almost
empty. Then you should begin parallel exposures with films from both the old
and the new packs. Then click on the page for the new target value on
Calculate Target Values and the following dialog box will appear:

In the left hand list the measurement values of the measurement series to
date are shown, while in the right hand list, the measurement values of the
new measurement series are displayed. By default, InfoSens marks the last
three measurement values of the previous series and the first three
measurement values of the new series. You may also mark any
measurement values as desired. Using the selected measurement values
from the previous and the new measurement series, and the overlapping
measurement, InfoSens then determines the new target values. If you only
want to use the new measurement values to determine the target values,
you may click away all of the selected measurement values in the left hand
box. To delete the last measurement value, you must hold down the CRTL
key and then click with the mouse on the last selected measurement value.
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Functional Description
Menu: File
The following submenus can be called up from Menu:File:
•
Printer set-up
•
Program Settings
•
Data import
•
Data export
•
Exit program

Printer set-up
In this dialog box, you set the parameters for the InfoSens print-outs. If
multiple printers are connected, then select the unit to be used for the
application.

Please note that if you are using a color printer and want to print graphical
analyses in color, the printer driver must be set-up accordingly. Please refer
to your printer instruction manual or online help for further details.
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Program Settings
Here you specify the general program settings.

Tab: Departmental Information
On the Departmental Information
address.
This
data
is

page, you can enter your name and
needed
for
the
print-outs.

Tab: Densitometer
On the “Densitometer” page, you can select the densitometer you want to
use and the interface to which it is connected. Please refer to your
densitometer handbook for details of how to transmit data to the computer.
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Tab: Printer Options
You can set the border sizes on the “ Printer Options “ page. These borders
are then used by InfoSens for every print-out. Using the printer dialog
boxes, you can also easily change border sizes for individual print-outs.

Tab: Password
On the “Password” page, you can decide whether the program should be
protected against unauthorized use by a password query at program startup. If you want password protection, then activate the option, Request
password at program start-up. Then enter the desired password in the two
fields below. Both entries must be identical in order to activate the password
protection.
Note:
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In a network installation, this option is activated for all work stations
with access to the same data base. This means that if you activate
the password protection for one workstation, then automatically all
other work stations will be protected by the same password.

Tab: Language
Here you select the language to be used by default at program start-up. You
may change the language used by InfoSens at any time.

Data Import
In order to import data from an old InfoSens 2.x installation, or to reenter
data exported from InfoSens 3.0, InfoSens offers an import function. Select
File/Data Import. The following dialog box will appear:

Direct import of InfoSens 2.x Data
If both InfoSens 2.0 and InfoSens 3.0 are installed on your PC, you have
the capability of directly importing the InfoSens 2.x Data directly into
InfoSens 3.0 without exporting. To do so, click on the InfoSens 2x Data
button. Prior to doing so you do not have to select a directory. InfoSens will
find the data by itself. You must decide whether the Data should be assigned
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to an existing configuration, and/or whether it should over write existing
target values.
CAUTION: If the InfoSens 2.0 group names are the same as the already
existing group names in InfoSens 3.0, the existing groups in InfoSens
3.0 will be written over.

Importing exported InfoSens 2.0 and 3.0 Data
In order to import exported InfoSens 2.0 and 3.0 Data, using the Search
function, select the directory in which the file to be imported is located. The
exported files have the ending .is2 for InfoSens 2.0 and .is3 for InfoSens
3.0. After you select the directory, the date range and the configurations
contained in the exported file will be displayed in the same dialog box. Click
on Continue.

The status of the data preparation will be displayed in the above dialog box.
Click on Continue once the process is completed. The following dialog box
will appear:
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Now you must decide how the imported data are to be handled. You can
either import the data into a new group, for which you must enter a new
name, or into an existing group which you must select. You also have the
chance to decide what to do if a configuration to be imported already exists
in the selected group. If you activate the Option Add to existing configuration,
the data will be added into the existing configuration. If you deactivate this
option, in the case of a duplication of configurations, you will be asked if you
want to rename the configuration to be imported.
You have the same possibility in case of identical target values within a
configuration.
CAUTION: If the Export file group names are the same as the already
existing group names in InfoSens 3.0, the existing groups in InfoSens
3.0 will be written over.
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Click on Continue.

Here you will see the status of the data import in the form of a dynamic bar
chart. After the import process is completed, click on Exit.
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Data Export
In order to be able to use the data in your InfoSens system in other
programs or in a different InfoSens system, you must first export the data.
This can be done in two ways, depending upon what you plan to do with the
data.
1.
2.

Export the data in the InfoSens 3.0 format in order to produce a
back-up copy, or to enter the data in a different InfoSens system.
Export the data in the Dbase format in order to further process the
data in a different program. (e.g. MS Excel).

Exporting data in the InfoSens 3.0 format
In order to export the data in the InfoSens 3.0 format, select the Menu item
File/Data export. If you have previously activated Film Processing, the film
processing data will automatically be exported. This function produces a
single file containing data from a range selected by you, which you can then
conveniently process in different InfoSens systems or use as a back-up.
The export process proceeds in a series of steps.
First you will be asked to define the range of data to be exported:

Here you select the group. Within this group, you decide which
configurations are to be exported. Then you enter a range of configurations.
Then all configurations of the selected group are exported which lie
alphabetically between the selected configurations, including the selected
configurations as well. In addition, you must enter here the date range
(starting and closing dates) for which the corresponding measurement
values should be exported.
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Once you have defined the range, click on Continue. InfoSens then checks
the defined data range and calculates the required storage space on the
target drive. This process can take some time depending upon the amount of
data and the speed of the computer. The bar graph shows you the status of
the checking process.

Once InfoSens completes the check, then click on Continue. You will then
be asked to select the file to be exported.

If you wish to export the data to a different drive (e.g. diskette or network
drive), then click on Search. Then a file selection dialog box will open, and
you can select your target file.
Once you have selected your target file, then click on Continue. Now the
data will be exported. If you select a changeable drive, e.g. your diskette
drive, and the amount of data to be exported exceeds the available storage
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space, you will be asked during the export process to insert a new diskette
once the original diskette is full.

Exit Program
Via this menu item you close the InfoSens 3.0 program.

Menu: Printing
Print-out: Curve Comparison
The command „Print Curve Comparison“ prints-out the step-wedge curves in
graphic form on your printer. The curves which will be printed are those
which you also can see on the „ Step-wedge Curve“ page in the Program. In
other words, the currently selected curve as well as all other curves which
you have selected with „Insert Graph“ will be printed. In order to produce
such a print-out, please select the menu point Print Curve Comparison. Then
the Printer Option Dialog Field will appear.

Here you have the choice to print the curves together with the data in full
size (a complete DIN A 4 page) or in a smaller format. When you confirm the
entries made in the dialog field by clicking on the o.k. button, the print-out
preview will appear.
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By using the print-out preview , you can check to see if the print-out in this
form is acceptable. You can select the page to be displayed in the upper
section of the print-out preview as well as enlarge the size of the display.
If when using the print-out preview, you decide that the print-out in this form
does not suit your needs, then delete it by simply clicking on the Exit button.
If the print-out as shown in the preview meets your requirements, then just
click on the Printer Symbol on the upper left to start the printer.

Print-out: Monthly report
This function enables you to print-out the values for one month on one page.
The three selected key parameters are printed-out graphically in a vertical
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orientation, and the department and configuration data are included The
print-out complies with the DIN 6868/2 requirements for documentation of
constancy testing.

In this dialog box, you can now select a range of configurations for each of
which a monthly print-out should be made. You can also select the month
and the key parameters to be printed.
Once you have confirmed your selections in the dialog box, the print preview
will open again so you can review the content before printing.
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Print-out: Table
Of course it is possible to print-out all tables available within the InfoSens
Program. Select the menu point Print Table, and then select the table type in
the dialog field which then appears.

Depending upon the table type selected, you may need to select the data
range to be printed. After you confirm the entries made in the dialog field, the
print-out preview will open, so that you can check it before printing.

Print-out: Single Measurement
Using the Menu point Print Single Measurement, you can print-out the single
measurements which were made outside of the constancy test. Using the
Option Dialog Field, you can select the area, and the single measurements
to be printed, and whether, in addition to the small step-wedge curve, using
the data, the large step-wedge curve should be printed.

Once the dialog field has been selected, the print-out pre-display will open
so that you can check it prior to printing.
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Print-out: Complete Information
This function enables you to print all of the data administered by InfoSens,
dependent upon which options you have selected in the „Print Data Option
Dialog Field“.

The following data may be selected:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Configuration data: The key configuration data such as film type,
developer and fixer types can be printed.
Target values: the step-wedge values and the parameters of the
target measurement of a configuration
Target curve: the step-wedge curve of the target measurement
Measurement values: the step-wedge values, parameters as well
as the corresponding target values of a measurement value
Step-wedge curve: the step-wedge curves of the measurement
values
Notes: the notes which you attached to the individual data sets
1 Measurement value/page: Contrary to the normal print-out, only
one measurement per page will be printed.

In any case, you should carefully consider the amount of data which you
select for printing. Normally the data selected for printing will be stored by
Windows in the interim as a print file on your hard disk. Depending upon the
number of configurations/quantity of measurement values, these can add up
to several Megabytes!
Before printing, you can check the print-out in the preview which follows and
also see how many pages to expect.
Print-out: Graph
Using this function, you can print-out graphs as they are displayed on the
Graph page of the Program.
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Using the corresponding Print Option Dialog Field, you can select a range of
configurations for which the graphs should be displayed. In defining the time
frame, just enter the last date. InfoSens will automatically print as many
days per graph as are needed to fill the page. You can also select here
which key parameters and the number of graphs per page (3, 4, or 5) to be
printed.
Print-out: Target Value Calculation

InfoSens 3.0 calculates the target values using overlapping measurements
as required by DIN standard 6868/2.Using this function, you can print-out the
values used for the calculation of the target values.
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Menu: Edit
Cut
Press the RETURN KEY to delete letters/digits to the left of the cursor.
Press the DELETE KEY to delete letters/digits to the right of the cursor.
To delete words or numbers, first select these, and then press either the
DELETE or the RETURN KEY.
To cut-out text for repositioning in another part of the text, first select the text
section to be moved. Then click on Cut in the Menu Edit.
Copy
In order to copy text which you would like to insert in a different part of the
text, select the text in question. Click on Copy in the Edit Menu.
Paste
In order to reinsert text which has been cut-out or copied, position the cursor
at the desired location. Click on Paste in the Edit Menu.
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Menu Film processing
Calculation Options
Using the Calculation Option Dialog Box, you can set how InfoSens should
calculate the various key parameters.

Here you can enter individually for each film type the gradient points for the
Contrast Index (LK) and the toe gradient parameters. You can also enter
new film types. To do so, click with the right mouse key in the list of film
types to open a local menu. Then please select whether you want to enter a
new film type or delete an existing film type. You will not be able to delete a
film type which is still being used by one or more configurations.
On this page of the dialog box, you can also determine how the Contrast
Index is to be calculated. You can define the Contrast Index as the
difference between the density values of two step-wedge steps or as a single
density value.
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On the second page of the dialog field, you can enter the tolerance values.
These pre-set values will be automatically entered by InfoSens whenever a
new target value is entered.

Display Options
Using the display options, you can select whether to view one, two or three
graphs at the same time and which parameters should be shown on which
graph.
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Menu: Tables
General Tables
Tables are displayed in their own, separate windows to permit comparisons
with each other or with the main window. The number of tables which can be
displayed is only limited by the available data storage space. For instance,
different parameter data tables can be compared with the corresponding
graphic tables.
There are two kinds of tables with differing functionality:
The Configuration/ Key Parameter Table, which always displays key
parameter values with the configuration and date, and the General Table, in
which the following axis combinations are possible.
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y-axis

x-axis

Configuration

Reference
values

Configuration
Target value

Reference step-wedge
values
Key Parameters

Target value

Tolerances

Measurement values

Key Parameters

Measurement values

Step-wedge values

step-wedge

This table enables you to combine the data within a configuration. In the
upper right section of the window, you can select the desired group and
configuration. The window content will automatically adjust itself. Using both
of the selection fields in the upper center section, you can select the
displayed data. In the View Measurement Values-Parameters, the values
which are below or exceed tolerance will be displayed with a red
background.
Configuration/Key Parameter Table
This table enables you to display the values for a particular key parameter
over time for all configurations of a group. You select the desired group in
the upper right part of the window. The window content adjusts itself
automatically. Using the selection field in the upper center area, you select
the desired key parameter. The values which are below or exceed tolerance
will be displayed with a red background.
You can also select areas of the table with the mouse. You can transfer the
selected values into the interim storage (clipboard) of Windows to be able to
insert these data into other programs (e.g. for statistical analysis).To copy
data into the clipboard, click on the corresponding button in the upper left
area of the Table window.
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Menu: Windows
The following sub-menus can be called-up using the Windows Menu:
•
•
•
•
•

Overlapping
Horizontal Orientation
Vertical Orientation
Reduce All
Restore All

All open windows will be listed automatically under these sub-menus. If more
than one window is open at the same time, the desired window can be
directly selected from here.

Overlapping
Displays all open windows slightly overlapped so that each window title bar
is visible..

Horizontal Orientation
Displays all windows next to one another.

Vertical Orientation
Displays all windows below one another.

Reduce all
Reduces the size of all open windows to symbol size

Restore all
Restores to original size windows which had been previously reduced
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Menu ?
Help when out of tolerance
Here you will find a table of possible causes and problems which can lead to
deviations from tolerances of the key parameters.

Help
Here you can find detailed information about using the Help System.

InfoSens Status/Revision level
Here you can find information on the status of InfoSens 3.0, a list of the
currently installed revision numbers and their impacts on the InfoSens
program are displayed.
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Navigator
In order to be able to navigate comfortably between the data in InfoSens,
the Navigator is located on the left hand side of the program window:

There is an individual Navigator range for each data level:
1. Groups
2. Configurations
3. Target values
4. Measurement values
The range selected will always automatically adapt itself to the next higher
hierarchical level. For example, if you select a particular group, only the
configurations which belong to that group will be shown in the configuration
range. For a selected configuration, only the target values belonging to that
configuration will be shown in the target value range.
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Using the Navigator

The Navigator is the key component of InfoSens. With its help, you can
select groups, configurations, target values and measured values. in the Film
Processing Section as needed. The Navigator is context-sensitive, so that
for instance, if you select a particular group, only the configurations, target
values and the corresponding measured values for that group will be
displayed. An exception to this is the Navigator for Single Measurements.
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Each Navigator has the same control elements.

Using the navigation buttons, which are similar to those of a CD player, for
each group of data, you can switch between the first and the last data
entries, or move to the previous or following entry.

The context button enables you to carry-out different actions, e.g. make a
new entry, a change or a deletion. In addition, you can also attach a note to
your selection.

If a yellow paper clip appears below the list field, this indicates that a note is
attached to the selected list entry. To read or edit this note, please click with
the mouse on this paper clip.
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Finally, you can also make a selection from an summary list. To do so,
please click on the list button on the right of the list field. Then a list will be
opened from which you can select as done usually with Windows.
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Data Display
Data display settings can be made in the right hand section of the program
window.

You can chose between different data display types. To use a different
display type, just click on the appropriate tab on the upper edge of the
program window.
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Tab Sheet Measured Value
Measurement values are made-up of three components: The density
values, which are scanned-in with the help of the densitometer, the
developer temperature, which must be entered manually, and the key
parameter values, which are calculated from the density values and the
configuration data (especially the film type). All of these data are displayed
on the Measurement Value page:

The density values can be scanned-in completely by your densitometer. You
also can enter the values manually or enter them one-by-one using the
measurement arm of the densitometer. In order to scan-in a single stepwedge value, you must first click with the mouse on the field of the value you
want to scan-in. If your densitometer is in the Print Mode 5, you only have to
perform the measurement using the measurement arm. Following the
measurement, the corresponding value will automatically be entered into the
appropriate field, and the next field will be selected. If your densitometer is in
the Print Mode 4, before the measurement , you must switch your
densitometer into the “Ready for Computer” mode. Once you have done
that, then you can take the measurement. However, the data will not be
automatically transferred to the computer, as you must now select the Menu
point Edit/Read Single Step-wedge Value or press F5.
The calculation of the key parameter values is done automatically. No further
action on your part is needed. As soon as meaningful step-wedge values are
shown in the fields, you will be able to read the corresponding key parameter
values in the lower area of the window.
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Tab Sheet: Step Curve
The step-wedge curve is a graphic display of the current measurement
values.

This page is used to graphically display the step-wedge values in the form
of a step-wedge curve. In addition, for comparison, you can display up to 5
other curves. The originally displayed curve will always be shown in red.
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To be able to display an additional curve, just click on the right mouse
button. Then click on Add Comparison Graph in the pop-up menu. The
following dialog field will appear:

This dialog field functions just like the Navigator in the main window. The
newly selected, additional curve will be displayed in a different color. (blue,
green or yellow). At the bottom of the graph a legend will show which curve
is displayed in which color.. If you wish to delete one of the additional curves,
just click with the right mouse button in the legend on that curve. Then click
on
Delete
Comparison
Curve
in
the
pop-up
menu.
You can modify the appearance of the curve by selecting one of two options.
To do so, click the right mouse key and select from the pop-up under
Options either Display Measurement Points or Thick Lines. The options
mean:
•
Display Measurement Points: The values on the curve which
correspond exactly with the values of the step-wedge curve will be
shown as small dots.
•
Thick Lines: The curves will be drawn using thicker lines. If you
move the mouse across the graph while holding down the left
mouse button, cross hairs will appear the coordinates of which will
be displayed very close to the position of the mouse.
Tab Sheet: Target Values

On this page you will see the target values for a measurement sequence.
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When you enter a new target value, the actual values of the key parameters
are not shown. You can enter target values manually or even better, click on
the Determine target values button, and using the dialog box below, select
the desired measurement values for the target value calculation. If a
previously calculated target value exists, you can use the so-called
overlapping measurement, or, alternatively, you can select (and only these)
measurement values from the list on the right for determination of the target
values.
Once you have made and scanned-in the first measurements, it is time to
determine the target values. To do so, click on the Determine Target Values
button. The following dialog field will open:

There are only two possibilities:
1. This is the first measurement sequence of this configuration:
In this case, the left-hand list of the dialog field is empty, and the list on the
right displays the actual measurement values of this measurement
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sequence. By default, InfoSens selects the first three values of this list. You
may, however, select other values. The target values are then calculated
based on the average of the selected measurement values.
2.Measurement sequences for this configuration already exist:
In this case, the measurement values of the previous measurement
sequence will be displayed in the list on the left, and the values of the new
measurement sequence will be displayed in the list on the right. By default,
InfoSens will select the last three values of the previous measurement
sequence and the first three values of the new measurement sequence.
InfoSens then calculates the new target values using the selected values of
the previous and of the latest measurement sequences with the help of the
overlapping measurement. You can, however, select any values you choose
or cancel the selections made in the left section by clicking on them The last
selected item can only be eliminated by pressing and holding down the
CRTL key and clicking on the measurement value.
Tab Sheet: Graph
The graph displays the performance of a key parameter over a longer time
period.

Using this page, you can review the performance of up to three key
parameter values over time. Using the vertical scale, you can either
compress or stretch-out the display.
Tab Sheet: Configuration
On this page you can see all of the data which belong to a particular
configuration. This page is made-up of four pages:
•
Film Data
•
Display options for key parameters
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•
•

Reference Measurement
Reference Curve

You can select the pages desired using the buttons on the upper edge of the
Configuration page:

The key data of a configuration are shown on the Film Data page:

The individual fields on this page have no other program-internal additional
functions other than:
•
The name of the configuration is needed to clearly identify the
configuration.
•
The film type is needed for the correct calculation of the key
parameters.
•
All other fields are for information only and will be printed-out.
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On the Display Options Key Parameters page, you can decide which key
parameters are to be displayed. This choice also impacts the target values
and measurement values for this configuration.

On the Reference Measurement page, you can store a measurement which
represents the results of exposure and film processing under optimum
conditions.

This page functions just like the Measurement Value page. The only
differences are that no comparisons can be made with the reference values,
and no checks for deviations from tolerances can be made.
On the Reference Curve page, the step-wedge curve of the reference
measurement is displayed:
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This page functions just like the Step-wedge Curve for Measurement Values
page.
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Tab Sheet: Single Measurement
Single measurements are measurements made outside the scope of a
constancy test, e.g. to test a film sample or to optimize the film processing..
The Single Measurement Navigator can be found on the lower left next to
the Single Measurement window.

You may enter as many single measurements as desired. These
measurements will be differentiated based on their designations. The
Navigator is handled just like the Navigators for the constancy test.
There are two pages for each single measurement, which you can select
using the buttons on the upper edge of the Single Measurement page:
•

Measurements: This page contains the individual step-wedge
values of the measurement sequence, the developer temperature,
the film type as well as the calculated key parameters. It functions
just like the Measurement Value page, except that no comparisons
can be made with target values, and no checks vs. tolerances can
be made.

•

Step-wedge curve: Here the step-wedge curve of the currently
selected single measurement is displayed. This page functions just
like the Step-wedge Curve page of the measurement values.
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